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'We make things so that they will in turn remake us'
Elaine Scarry

The Gift of Dissent
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The arts organisation, CAS (Chapel Arts Studios) is a bit of a misnomer from the word
go as it functions less as a group studio, (being rather short on space and unhelpfully
octagonal), and more of a vibrant, supportive hub for like minded artists, looking to
stretch and interrogate their practice through research, hard graft and play. Since
2013, when the CAS associate programme was launched, the organisation has
grown steadily, with its headquarters in the small aforementioned chapel, at the
centre of a sprawling cemetery. It was while researching the deeds of this space in
the process of funding applications that it was discovered the building originally had
been constructed as a ‘Dissenters Chapel’. The original dissenters in question were a
break-off religious group, unhappy with the constrictive, hierarchical and over
weighty dogma of the day and, as such, shared a great deal with a bunch of artists,
prone to disrupting the status quo.
So dissent was delivered on a plate to CAS, if you like. A gift from the gods, you
could say (or the God of the Dissenters chapel), either way, as a research vehicle, it
fitted like a glove. And so CAS has been developing an evolving dissent
methodology ever since. And what is that? David Dixon, CAS director, likes to
encapsulate the action based interrogations carried out so far in such simple terms as
‘Autopoietic Morphogenesis’ in other words, our research activity becomes the
biological process that ensures the cell grows, mutates and evolves in unpredictable
ways.’
It is through a series of lightly orchestrated explorations in relational practice, upheld

within a tremulous structure of loosely enforced rules of play, that this emerging
methodology is gradually refined through experimental action, reflection and
reaction. Borrowing from the world of science with Karen Barad's theories of
diffraction and agential realism, and Chantal Mouffe's texts on artistic activism and
antagonism, various theories and ideas feed into this evolving methodology of
constructive dissent in material, form and approach, inviting chaos through which
new discoveries can emerge.
BLOCK_CHAIN>THE POWER OF TWO is a digital iteration of this approach and an
opportunity to spread the conceptual net a little further. Reaching out beyond the CAS
associate organisation, artists of varying locations, experience and career status were
invited into a playful relational exchange around dissent, the results of which would
be documented online on various digital platforms. Its namesake, the blockchain
itself, is a powerful digital algorithm, set to bring, potentially, the biggest upheaval to
the web yet, threatening to decentralise, disrupt and realign not just the economic
world but potentially all platforms of transaction and exchange. For most of us though
it remains an enigma, its founders illusive, its potential unknown; a seemingly simple,
transparent ledger of exchange, innocuous and immutable. Like all digital
developments it appears we must first engage to understand.
And so it was from this inspiration that the project took its basic framework. A simple
container for exchange around the theme of dissent, all content recorded,
documented and disseminated in non-hierarchical form. Other than that there were no
rules, just artists. What success would look like was unknown and irrelevant; one had
first to engage to understand.

In total fourteen artists took part in pairs for a fortnight each, beginning with two and
rippling out into multiple voices. Some pairings struggled, some retreated to their
corners with tentative attempts to reach out in collaboration, and many soared,
breaking through the walls of their practice and exploring new territory together, their
energy and curiosity cascading down through the subsequent ‘blocks’ and drawing
everyone in. Dissent was explored in many forms, in material, in working practices,
in bodily experience of the world, in digital identities, in text and language. The
image of Denise Kehoe’s dingy Cambridge bedsit, shot in low resolution and
uploaded in response to the sharply focused images of her paired artist, Sarah
Misselbrook's stunningly beautiful mountain hideaway, framed nicely the content of
their exchange. While Sarah pasted the burnt ashes of her ruined drawings into the
cracks of the Catalunya rock face and subsequently onto her own skin, Denise, in
turn, filled her cracks and blemishes closer to home with cheap and tacky Pound store
makeup, each attacking ideas of perfection and worth in a minimal but poignant
exchange. While Karen Wood and Ashokkumar D Mistry drowned in a river of
exuberant poetic prose, Aldobranti’s halted conversation with Jonathan Kelham,
frustrated by software constraints and jabbed out in Morse code, made for a distinctly
more irreverent translation. As the project reached its vertex, so much content was
produced it was impossible to keep up with. Freedom from critical analysis and the
possibility of being ‘wrong’, allowed for a rich and diverse exchange of ideas.
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Intended from the start to embrace the physical world with the digital, the project
concluded in a symposium at Winchester School of Art where participants, other
artists, academics and students came together to reflect on the project. Images from
each of the ‘blocks’ were printed out onto actual wooden blocks and became
seductive material objects to play with together, mapping out new connections and in

turn, informing the creative process yet again. Artists Ashokkumar D Mistry, on route to
Taiwan during the symposium, Sarah Misselbrook in Catalunya and Gian Cruz in the
Philippines, all submitted short films which were played and received warmly over the
course of the day.
To view the interactions between the various artists and their conversations around
dissent please visit the website at http://block-chain.chapelartsstudios.co.uk. For CAS
and its emerging methodology, the project has been a major step forward. Inviting
national and international voices into the conversation has introduced elements into the
research which would have been undiscovered without their involvement. As curator and
founder of the project, I have found the collaborative drive to retain and foster an
alternative voice of collective, constructive dissent, both humbling and inspiring. It is after
all, the artists' domain and in the current hegemonic climate where the trajectory appears
more often to be going in the opposite direction, a dissenting voice may be our most
valuable commodity.

Susan Francis CAS curator

BLOCK_1
James McCalll

pen / paper / apostrophes misplaced or otherwise / punctuation and
its abusers / trains and their trajectory / clothes and their removal /
sun and rain / clouds and mayhem / rain and window / squeaking
doors / ominous signs / footsteps across a floor / floor show / late
announcements / customer information / hunger drive / love
intentionally / longing for more / wonder what / way to go / chance
of an uplift / songs of innocence / music of the masses / smiles hiding
terror / happiness and majesty / birds and their haunts / animals and
their diets / pets as transition objects / fruit machines / chocolate
source / food of the gods / beer as comfort food / alcohol resistance
/ drink me / glass ceiling / windows on the world / glances from a
stranger on a train / grass snake / trees in pots / hills and valleys /
fields of wheat / farming today / industry and creativity / money to
burn / words on a page / language of the street / poetry in the mix /
literature review / inquiry with malign intent / science fiction / ideas
welcome / absolute zero / algebra zebra / fashion house / theology
of creativity / religion that builds bridges / politics that build futures /
imagination for a better world / imitation as flattery / recording
birdsong / art and text / sea creatures.

BLOCK_!
Peter driver

BLOCK_II
Karen Wood

James
my Leicester Ash
has gone to ground
my whatsapp chats
have no blue ticks
i am bouncing
off your posts
until Ash rebounds...

James @jamesaldridgeart
i hear you
in wild wiltshire
noticing words of ‘who’
‘iceboy’ in tow
walking talking
observing patterns
marks
impressions
with thoughts
of #blockchaindissentart
of @casartists
of @ben_hart9
i thankyou
even thoughts of me with a tenuous connection
a london city link
i am on Baker Street

BLOCK_!!
Karen Wood
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BLOCK_!!
Ashokkumar D Mistry

The ties that bind – CAS, the
BLOCK_CHAIN and Curating
Dissent
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For the last few years it has been my great pleasure to work with the Andover based
CAS (Chapel Arts Studios), their Director David Dixon, and the various artists of the
exciting CAS Associate Artists programme. Since late in 2014, and especially during
the spring of 2015, we have engaged in a stimulating and often challenging
dialogue about, around, against, and for dissent. Dissent as an action; a
performance; a demand; a relationship; but most provocatively, as a practice, a
methodology. Is it possible to explore dissent as a working method? Together we
considered the ways in which thinkers and academics such as Jacques Rancière and
Chantal Mouffe (in Dissensus: On Politics and Aesthetics and in Agonistics: Thinking
the World Politically, respectively) believe we can.
In fact, their theses suggest that within dissent as method lies the route towards
creative community, not the debacle of chaos or antagonistic disharmony. We
believe that pursuing dissent as method can give rise to a truly productive diversity of
perspectives; a space of tension opens up that forces each of us to reflect, review,
revise, rethink, redraw, and renew our own positions and productions. In terms of
artistic endeavours – the making and presenting of art and exhibitions, for example –
such a catalytic methodology (generating new situations, eliciting newly creative

responses) has been inspirational. But it has equally excited all of us in terms of the
ways in which these ideas and practices reach into our ever-changing and often
hugely surprising daily lives and political realities.
Our first experimentation with dissent as a working methodology was designed
together through workshops and discussions from February to July 2015, and resulted
in The Laboratory of Dissent at The Winchester Gallery, August to September 2015.
This five week project saw four groupuscules or cells of CAS Associate Artists each
undertaking a one-week residency in the gallery, with the fifth week culminating in a
group exhibition of artefacts and documentation from each of the week-long
residencies and a two-day symposium bringing all the participants and several dozen
audience members together to explore the project and its spiky themes and
performances.
The project was shot through with surprises, provocations, humour, mourning,
curiosity, prognostications, suspicions, and incredulity, occurring as it did at the time
of the 2015 European Migrant crisis, and on the cusp of the impending Scottish
Referendum, and the as yet unforeseen EU Referendum and its unforeseeable
subsequent and continuing Brexiteering, not to mention the utterly unbelievable
election in the US of Donald Trump in November 2016. With the rise of far right
political parties across Europe and the ever-tightening hold of authoritarian politicians
– with their cults of personality and tyrannical and unchecked abuses of executive
power – evident across the globe, now, more than ever, it is time to find our voices of
dissent and perform meaningful challenges to the threats to democracy and affronts to
human decency that roll off the 24-hour news reports and social media feeds and run
amok in the public sphere and daily lives of millions.

What began as a chance discovery – that the Chapel Arts Studios is based in a
deconsecrated Dissenters chapel in Andover, Hampshire, where many of our fine arts
graduates from Winchester School of Art, University of Southampton choose to
continue their professional practice after leaving art school (but desiring to stay based
locally); that this fact of being based in a space of historic dissent was something
CAS wanted to explore; that I wanted to support our graduates in new ways through
innovating projects that we might bring to The Winchester Gallery; together with my
interest in Rancière’s ideas of the Ignorant Schoolmaster and what this upending of
hierarchy and authority and knowledge transmission might mean for how curators
commission projects with artists – has developed into a growing collaboration that
keeps suggesting new ways forward.
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In discussions through 2016 and 2017, as we reflected on The Laboratory of Dissent
and felt our way towards new iterations of working with dissent as a methodology of
engagement together, the idea was mooted about CAS undertaking an online project
that would exploit a social media platform like Instagram to test its limits and claims
for connectivity and collectivity and image making and shaping. The ways in which
new technological systems shape our daily lives and imaginations and even our
bodily engagement (e.g., our haptic understanding of our world of screens) are
growing exponentially each day. In response to this suggestion, CAS designed the
BLOCK_CHAIN project to once more activate a situation that invites collaboration
and response but is open to dissent in many aspects.
It was wonderful to offer CAS artists an opportunity in March 2018 to hold a
symposium on the BLOCK_CHAIN project at The Winchester Gallery, where the
audience included artists and designers and curators (including students from our MA

Contemporary Curation programme), all engaged with understanding how CAS and
its artists responded (in consenting and dissenting ways) to the prompts of the project
and its playful connection to the concept of the blockchain (the controversial online
ledger technology that forms the basis of cryptocurrencies like BitCoin, but has the
potential for varied applications and could possibly transform a range of businesses
and organisations in the coming years).
When I welcomed our audience to that symposium on 8th March 2018, I commented
that this project, much like CAS overall, was provocative, diverse, and dynamic.
These are just three of the qualities that are foregrounded through CAS’s Dissent
project and that constitute the engine of Dissent, driving it forward and delivering its
power. Dissent forces true dialogic and dialectical engagement across ideas and
people. It rends narrow consensus apart and forces people to take part, to pick sides,
to care enough to get engaged; to take a position, to make a stand. Yet at the same
time, it is dissent as a tool of nuance, as a method that forces you to pay attention
and – at its best – that can push you into a new kind of self-awareness, but one that
makes you all the better able to relate to your fellow participants: this is what makes
dissent a method of tying us together rather than driving us apart. And in this day
and age, we need all the ties that bind us productively, creatively, generously to each
other to keep us together while we combat all that might otherwise severe our very
human connections.
* Dr August Jordan Davis, Director of The Winchester Gallery, Senior
Lecturer, Programme Leader, MA Contemporary Curation, Winchester School of Art,
University of Southampton, 31 July 2018

Postscript
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As a brief addendum, I would like to say that I have been sketching notes and
drafting introductions for an essay on this work with CAS and Dissent for quite some
time now. One Sunday in autumn 2017 I sat and over 2000 words poured out of me
without pause, which I hope will one day (time willing) form the basis of an article on
our work together. My aim is – from my individual perspective – to read our work
with The Laboratory of Dissent as a case study for curating dissent, exploring what
this experience can mean within the discourse of contemporary curation.
Dorothee Richter’s Zurich-based Curatorial Studies centre’s online and print journal
OnCurating.org is a wonderful resource for thematic engagements with the current
and developing discourse around contemporary curation. Its issue number 9 from
2007 was entitled Curating Critique (which includes contributions from significant
curators and critics including Maria Lind, Paul O’Neill, Beatrice von Bismarck, Gavin
Wade, Ruth Noack, and Oliver Marchart, amongst others). In issue 14, curators and
educators Nora Sternfeld and Luisa Ziaja cite Oliver Marchart’s article from the
Curating Critique issue, noting that he “who understands curating as the organic
intellectual task of organizing, defines the curatorial function as ‘the organization of
conflict’ taking into account that antagonism cannot be organized.”* My proposition,
with CAS as a case study, is that agonism, however, can be, which is what I hope
my argument will demonstrate in this proposed piece I call “Curating Dissent”.
In the meantime, I have had the privilege to share presentations about these ideas
and projects and CAS and The Laboratory of Dissent at several universities in the UK
(to students in Worcester and Wrexham and at Leeds College of Art), at Associate

Professor Dan Ashton’s Creative Organisations conference at WSA in 2016 and in
November 2017. Additonally, I was invited to discuss it in some detail at the Plug-In
Panel on Collecting and Curating New Media at the Contemporary Istanbul Art Fair
in November 2015 (a panel chaired by Professor Jussi Parikka, which also included
noted UK curator and academic Beryl Graham).
My thanks go to David Dixon, Maija Liepins, Susan Francis, Dawn Evans, Yonat
Nitzan-Green, and all the CAS Associate Artists past and present with whom I’ve
worked, for their generosity, humour, creativity, and for this invitation to contribute my
reflections here.
* Nora Sternfeld and Luisa Ziaja, “What Comes After the Show? On PostRepresentational Curating”, OnCurating.org, Issue 14/12: From the World of Art
Archive, p. 24; see: http://www.on-curating.org/files/oc/dateiverwaltung/old
%20Issues/ONCURATING_Issue14.pdf - accessed on 21 October 2017

Dr August Jordan Davis

BLOCK_III
Sarah Misselbrook

I have attached an image of my
'studio'
which
is
much
less
glamourous- a cramped room in a
stuffy shared house in Cambridge. I
thought it was kind of funny how you
are operating from such a beautiful
location while I'm in the old industrial
ugly side of Cambridge in a dingy
BLOCK_III
Denise Kehoe

flatshare.
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BLOCK_IV
David Dixon

I have been reading on and off Joan Fontcuberta’s Pandora’s Camera. Photogr@phy
After Photography. And I thought of sharing with you this rather riveting excerpt of his
in one of the essays taken from Edgar Morin’s La vie de la vie. It goes like this:
Every gaze implies a blind spot on the retina; every visual system involves an area of
blindness that is the necessary counterpart to the area of elucidation.
In this light dissent finds itself within these premises in which validating a peculiar
way or manner of looking at things... and the stronger and deeper we delve into
these actualities, the greater the blind spots we induce. As we immerse ourselves into
the recesses of particularities and specificities, we also lose a lot. Or in a sense it's
much like our perception and how its keenness fluctuates at certain periods of times
and is condition based. The volatility of the whole matter still provides more crucial
elsewheres and these unstable things in line with dissent is something I always find
myself inevitably drawn to.
BLOCK_IV
Gain Cruz
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So much of what interests me here is related to how we perceive the world around us. The
understanding of our individual realities, if you like. The slit-scan process that I have been
playing with has been an interesting metaphor for that. Its a single-pixel wide (but more if
coded differently) and views the world though its static, predefined narrowness. It subtracts
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close to an entirety of the world through the limited scope. Manipulating the process yields
something entirely different. The static world becomes dynamic.
BLOCK_IV
David Dixon

BLOCK_IV
Gian Cruz

I end this post for now with an exterior and interior view of two cities I'm much fond
of... a contrast between Berlin and Manila. I'm fascinated with the linearity of Berlin
and how it enables me to be mobile and explore more (and easily navigate my way).
This then is in contrast to a city like Manila where there's a restless reconfiguration as
urban dwellers like me constantly insist on turning the city centre towards the
peripheries or rather a "polycentric" hence postmodern vision of a city. The notion of
centrality has been failing us immensely in terms of our capital city over the past few
years. It's primarily due to our mobility issues and lack of sufficient infrastructure to
efficiently take us here and there. This also perhaps sums up the tropes of the
Apollonian and the Dionysian in me in Nietzschean terms but I'd always like to
believe the latter is more exciting as things are in a restless state of movement. Lastly,
this also sheds a light why dissent is in the core of the chaos surmounting living in a
city like mine.... trying to find movement in something that hinders movement...
embracing centrality when another centre emerges on the peripheries... the
imaginary of another city infiltrating your way of life in the current place you're in...
the simultaneity and discord much like detours and distraction contributing to your
artistic process...
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BLOCK_VI
Rosina Godwin

Looking at objects that exist in a physical presence today,
not those that exist as imagination - imagination, an idea
from Rosina - moving cyclically between real/ digital /
imagined / reproduced

BLOCK_VI
Fran Kelly

You
mentioned
a walk
around Bristol,
thinking about this work what did you see/hear/smell/feel?

BLOCK_VII
James Aldridge

I realise that I interact by rearranging,
remixing and altering various materials to
better suit my way of viewing things, if that
makes sense? This process may, find new
characteristics in, or completely recontextualise the original material. ...this is
something I believe I am going to continue
reflecting on for the remainder of the block.
"Instagrammable truths" to plaster around the
streets of the internet.

BLOCK_VII
Benjamin Hartley

The Symposium
The artists' symposium was held at Winchester School of Art with seven artists
contributing; James Aldridge, David Dixon, Aldobranti Fosco Fornio, Rosina
Godwin, Benjamin Hartley, Denise Kehoe, and Karen Wood. A recorded message
was played from Gian Cruz in Manila and film work from Ashokkumar D Mistry (in
collaboration with Karen Wood) and Sarah Misselbrook also featured in the day.
Dr Yonat Nitzan-Green delivered a talk on BLOCK_CHAIN and its theme of dissent.
with special thanks to Winchester School of Art for supporting and hosting this event

Speaker: Dr Yonat Nitzan-Green
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BLOCK_CHAIN>THE POWER OF TWO
was devised and curated by Susan Francis
with the help and support of Maija Liepins
for CAS (Chapel Arts Studios)

